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Locos’ Mark Souter and
Wick’s Gordon MacNab.

Five-star
Fort go
storming
through
FORT William stormed
through to round two of
the Scottish Cup as they
went nap on Lowland
League side Vale of
Leithen in their first-round
tie at Claggan Park.
Wick lad Ross Gunn
struck twice and there
were further goals from
Jordan Andrew, Robert
Nevison and Roddy
Kennedy as Fort kept up
their good form in the cup
competitions.
Highland League
leaders Buckie Thistle
powered into the second
round thanks to a 4-1
home win against Civil
Service Strollers.
Hamish Munro, Andy
MacAskill, Kevin Fraser
and Craig Cowie all netted
for the Jags, with Strollers’
Cammy Muirhead
grabbing a consolation
from the spot.
Fraserburgh have had
their Scottish Cup exploits
of late but not this season
as a George Hunter
strike for Bonnyrigg Rose
condemned Broch to an
early exit.
There were goals
galore at the home of
Caledonian Braves in
Lanarkshire with Rothes
heading back up the road
with a 4-3 victory.
Keith fell 3-2 to the
students of the University
of Stirling, while Forres
Mechanics were thumped
4-1 at home by Banks O’
Dee.
Strathspey Thistle
edged out Lossiemouth
thanks to goals from
Stephen Rennie and Liam
Taylor with Lossie hitting
back via Brodie Allen.
Linlithgow Rose
knocked out Huntly
1-0, while Nairn County
and Clach played
out a goalless draw.
Deveronvale also face a
replay after they came
away from Spartans with
a 1-1 draw.
n Wick Academy are
away to Fort William this
Saturday in a rearranged
Highland League fixture.

Wick cup exit in a
tale of two strikers
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Football

By Ken Wood
WICK Academy suffered a
heartbreaking first-round
Scottish Cup defeat to
Inverurie at Harlaw Park on
Saturday.
Going in at the break two
goals up only to lose 3-2
could easily be described as
the archetypal “game of two
halves”. More accurately, it
was a tale of two strikers.
Wick’s Craig Gunn netted
two superb goals and saw a
spectacular net-bound volley repelled by an even more
spectacular
one-handed
save from Inverurie keeper
Andy Reid just before the
end.
Meanwhile,
Inverurie’s
Chris Angus had turned the
contest on its head with a
second-half hat-trick.
Gunn gave Academy
a dream start with a seventh-minute goal. Gordon
MacNab, Davie Allan and
Alan Hughes built up an attack on the right and a speculative cross landed 25 yards
in front of the Inverurie goal.
As two defenders hesitated, Gunn nipped between
them. The wind-assisted
bounce deceived the keeper
as Gunn caught up with the
ball to the left of the goal and
deftly lofted it over Reid’s
head with the outside of his
right foot.
Wick
keeper
Sean
McCarthy was soon in action, saving from Ryan Stott
and watching carefully as
Andrew Watt poked a closerange effort just wide.
Academy counter-attacks

Academy captain Alan Farquhar clears the ball from a crowded six-yard box at Harlaw Park. 		

saw Allan shoot only inches
wide and Hughes fire into
the side netting.
McCarthy saved two
efforts from Angus and
pushed an Andy Hunter free
kick round the post.
The resultant corner was
cleared upfield and from 35
or possibly 40 yards Gunn
rifled the ball in off a post,
doubling the Wick lead after
32 minutes – surely a contender for goal of the round.
Allan went close with an

early second-half effort but
it was soon mostly one-way
traffic. McCarthy fielded a
drive from Sam Burnett but
had no chance in the 56th
minute when a cross from
the right fell to Angus, who
turned it in from close range.
After repeated headed
clearances by Alan Farquhar
and Ryan Campbell, Angus
netted a 68th-minute equaliser when he chased a
through ball and steered it
past McCarthy.

Wick’s attacks were limited to a couple of free kicks
on the right by Gunn and a
shot into the side net from
substitute Richard Macadie.
Locos went ahead after
76 minutes when a long ball
came over Angus’s shoulder
and the striker smashed it
first-time into the net.
Gunn’s 88th-minute volley was worthy of an equaliser but it was not to be.
Inverurie: A Reid, T Reid,
Souter, Burnett, Watson,
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Broadhurst, Mitchell, Watt
(Gauld 66), Hunter, Angus
(MacLean 90+1), Stott. Subs
not used: Gordon, Cooper,
Gill, Buckham.
Wick Academy: McCarthy,
Manson,
Farquhar,
S
Mackay, R Allan, Halliday,
Campbell (Sinclair 79), D
Allan, MacNab (R Macadie
56),
Gunn,
Hughes.
Subs not used: More, M
Macadie, Koziol, Martens,
Aitkenhead.
Referee: George Calder.

Golf aces make the grade in degree course
THE first professional golf aces
have graduated from a unique new
degree course run by the University
of the Highlands and Islands.
The four students were awarded
their professional golf BA (Hons)
degree at the North Highland
College UHI graduation ceremony
held in St Peter’s and St Andrew’s
Church in Thurso.
Marsha Hull (31) from
Strathhaven, Alastair McNaughton
(22) from Paisley, Graham Minton
(23) from Gourock and Riccardo
Cellerino (25) from Alassio, Italy,
completed the four-year degree
in Dornoch, close to the worldrenowned Royal Dornoch Golf
Club. The course is aimed at those
aspiring to a career in the golf
industry and offers the opportunity
to work in various roles, with a
particular focus on coaching and
performance.
From left: Lewis Johnson, Graham Minton, Alistair McNaughton, Alan
Alan Fleming, golf curriculum
Fleming, Riccardo Cellerino and John Oster at the North Highland College UHI
graduation ceremony in Thurso.		
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first cohort of talented students
graduate. They have put in a lot of
effort to continue competing while
also studying. This is just the start
of their careers, with further studies
and playing professional events
now in the pipeline.
“We are the only university in
Scotland that the Professional
Golfers’ Association partners with.”
The University of the Highland
and Islands’ golf team, based at
North Highland College UHI, and
the four golf students also received
their Sporting Blues prizes on
graduation day.
The Highlands and Islands
Students’ Association awards are
used to highlight the outstanding
sporting achievement of university
students. The golf team was
announced as the university’s team
of the year, with Euan Ferguson,
Lewis Johnson, John Oster and
Graham Minton each receiving a
half blue.

